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Abstract

We provide a flexible shape control technique in this
paper for the automatic resizing of apparel products.
The automatic resizing function has become an essen-
tial part of the 3D garment CAD systems to generate
user customized apparel products for individuals with
variant body shapes. The human bodies are usually
represented by piecewise linear mesh surfaces with con-
sistent connectivity. The shape of apparel products can
then be warped from the space around a human body to
the space around another body by computing the new
positions of points on apparel products. However, one
major limitation of this kind of automatic resizing tech-
nique is that the apparel products are always distorted
along the shape of the human bodies. This is a required
deformation for tight clothes but not an expected result
for other types of clothes. To solve this problem, we
investigate a method to preserve the shape of user de-
fined features on the apparel products. As the apparel
products are often represented by discrete surfaces with
non-manifold entities, the existing mesh processing ap-
proaches that preserve the local shape cannot be applied
here. A new algorithm consisting of three steps is de-
veloped in this paper. Firstly, the apparel product is
warped from the reference human body to the space
around the target human body. Secondly, the shape
of features is optimized to match their original shape
before the warping. Lastly, discrete surfaces of the ap-
parel product are deformed again under an optimization
framework to match their original shapes locally while
interpolating the shape of features determined in the
previous step.

Keywords: Shape control, discrete surface, 3D gar-
ment resizing, feature preserved, design automation.

1 Introduction

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) has become one of the
most indispensable elements in modern industry and its
usage has started to spread across the apparel indus-
try in recent decades. The business of apparel industry
focuses more and more on the user customized prod-
uct design, where CAD technology speeds up the prod-
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uct development procedure and shortens the time taken
from designing to fabricating. An essential part of 3D
CAD system used for such kind of user customized de-
sign automation is how to automatically resize a de-
signed product worn by a model to fit the variant body
shapes of individual customers. A conventional way
to provide such an ability is the 2D pattern grading
techniques that have existed for hundreds of years [1].
However, the grading procedure heavily depends on the
specific style of a garment, and there is no automatic
or systematic way to modify a given pattern design to
fit the variant shapes of bodies. In practice, the grad-
ing procedure used in the fashion industry heavily relies
on the experience of designers, and therefore cannot be
straightforwardly transferred to a computational proce-
dure.

Recently, computer techniques have been used in the
apparel industry to automate and ease such resizing (or
grading) procedures by directly modifying the 3D shape
of garment [2] and then flattening the reshaped surfaces
into planar patterns [3, 4, 5]. Such an approach is more
intuitive, given that the ultimate goal is to design a 3D
garment. However, it is a heavy task for a designer
to repeatedly construct the templates of apparel prod-
ucts and encode them to the semantic features of human
bodies – such an interactive encoding procedure must be
performed for every new style of products. Another sim-
pler garment resizing method was proposed in [6], which
is based on firstly building human bodies represented by
mesh surfaces with consistent connectivity [7] and then
warping the points of products by the corresponding
polygons on different human bodies like the method of
[8]. A modified warping method based on a continuous
function instead of polygons was presented in [9] to im-
prove the shape of resized products. Although such a
method works well on the tight garments like T-shirt
and jeans pants, unaccepted results with unwanted dis-
tortions on the surface regions of garments that are not
near the human body are generated. More specifically,
the method relies too much on the shape of human bod-
ies which therefore somehow amplifies the defects of the
body shape on the resized apparel products (e.g., as the
distorted shapes shown in Fig.1).

In this paper, we develop a new method to con-
trol the shape of apparel products during the auto-
matic resizing procedure more flexibly. As illustrated
in Fig.2, our algorithm consists of three steps. Firstly,
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Figure 1: Shape control for the 3D automatic resizing of apparel products can be flexibly performed by specifying
features (illustrated by the white dashed curves) on the apparel products. The shape of resized products around the
features is processed to match the designed shape. This improves the quality of shape on the results of automatic
resizing. From left to right, the designed dress worn on a model, side view of the designed dress, the automatic
resizing result without shape control on the features using the method of [Wang et al. 2005], our result with the
shape of features preserved, the automatic resizing result without shape control, and our result giving straight profiles
as the designed shape of the dress.

the apparel product is warped from the reference human
body to the space around the target human body (see
Fig.2(a)). Secondly, the shape of features is optimized to
match their original shape before the warping (shown in
Fig.2(b)). Lastly, discrete surfaces of the apparel prod-
uct are deformed again under an optimization frame-
work to match their original shapes locally while inter-
polating the shape of features defined in the previous
step (see Fig.2(c)). The two-manifold local mesh sur-
face does not always exist in the apparel products, which
are often represented by discrete surfaces with polygon
soups, hanged edges, and even point sets. Therefore,
the existing local shape preserved mesh editing tools
[10, 11, 12], which need two-manifold surfaces, cannot
be directly applied here. Moreover, for the complex ap-
parel products, the number of vertices on their surfaces
may be huge (e.g., more than one million vertices); thus,
it is impractical to solve large linear systems with such
sizes for the surface processing (as [13, 14]) even if the
coefficient matrix is sparse. Our new method can solve
such huge linear systems in an efficient way.

The main contribution of this paper falls into two
aspects:

• A new shape matching based method to preserve
the shape of features defined on apparel products,
where the features can be easily specified on apparel
products with very simple interactions.

• A new shape optimization method, which can
be applied to discrete surfaces containing non-

manifold entities and does not need to solve large
linear systems.

These result in a flexible shape control tool for the au-
tomatic resizing of apparel products.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After re-
viewing the related work in section 2, we briefly describe
the method to warp the shape of apparel products in the
spaces around human bodies in section 3. Section 4 de-
tails how to preserve the shape of features on the resized
garments. The surface optimization method is intro-
duced in section 5 to let the discrete surface of apparel
products interpolate the shape of features. The experi-
mental results of our implementation are demonstrated
in section 6, and our paper ends with the conclusion
section.

2 Related Work

The CAD systems used in the apparel industry can be
classified into two categories. One follows the traditional
garment production procedure that design 2D patterns
then try it on in a virtual way by sewing them together
to see the virtual fitting result, which is considered as
2D => 3D methods. 2D pattern design systems have
been used to help designers simplify their work. The
traditional 2D CAD systems provide 2D grading tools
to generate patterns of different sizes from the basic pat-
tern set, and then use them to make garments. In fact,
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Figure 2: The steps of our flexible shape control algo-
rithm for automatic resizing: (a) the given dress with
shape preserving features defined as red lines, (b) the
result of primary 3D resizing based on deformation –
the shape of features is not preserved, (c) the shape of
features is optimized to match its shape before resizing,
and (d) the surface shape of the dress is processed to
interpolate the shape of optimized feature curves.

it takes years for a person to become an excellent pat-
tern maker. Even a design of simple garments such as
T-shirts and skirts calls for the expertise of an experi-
enced pattern maker. Therefore, the industry has re-
cently started to look into 3D features, which take full
advantages of computer techniques.

An online made-to-measure system was presented by
Cordier et al. [15], in which the system allows virtual
try-on of garments on the web according to shoppers’
body measurements. Some simple interactive tools were
proposed to edit the garment surface. Parametric curves
were used to control the silhouette of garment shape
more easily in the work of [16]. The authors of [2, 6]
proposed four simple modification tools for the gener-
ated garment surface by 2D sketches, which were mesh
painting, mesh extrusion, mesh cutting and mesh parti-
tion. Then, an automatic resizing technique akin to the
t-FFD technique in [8] was employed to make the design
product fit with the variant body shapes of individuals.
The automatic resizing tools developed in these systems
work well on the tight garments but may generate un-
wanted distortions since the resizing relies too much on
the shape of human bodies. Studies show that when

the apparel product is away from the human body, the
perfect shape of an apparel product should be locally
similar to its shape before resizing. The flexible shape
control algorithm presented in this paper is motivated
by this observation.

Some non-homogeneous resizing methods have been
proposed in the computer graphics area to either mod-
ify an image or deform a 3D model. A simple image
operator called seam carving was presented in [17] to
support content-aware image resizing for both reduc-
tion and expansion. Kraevoy et al. proposed a method
in [18] that protects model features and structures dur-
ing resizing for complex models, which is considered as a
non-homogeneous resizing. Recently, Gal et al. [19] in-
troduced a shape editing method by applying systematic
solutions in feature curves extraction, analysis, edit and
deformation. However, the method proposed in their
paper can only be used in some mechanical objects that
have explicitly sharp features. The feature preservation
function provided in [19] can hardly be applied to the
apparel products which are mainly formed by freeform
surfaces. The concept of styling feature curves was also
inspired by [16], where they presented some interactive
techniques to design 3D garments with parametric con-
tour curves and style curves. However, this paper fo-
cuses on a new problem about how to use feature curves
to control the shape of apparel products. Although the
above techniques can make the resized results feasible,
they cannot be employed to realize garment resizing for
industrial usage while the techniques presented in this
paper can.

3 Primary 3D Resizing

This section presents the primary method for 3D re-
sizing, which is similar to the deformation technique
presented in [6]. However, to make this paper self-
contained, the key steps are briefly introduced here.

Given two human bodies HA and HB represented
by triangular mesh surfaces with consistent connectiv-
ity, any triangle T ∈ HA has one and only one corre-
sponding triangle T ′ ∈ HB, and any vertex v ∈ HA also
has a unique corresponding vertex v′ ∈ HB; vice versa.
Without loss of generality, the apparel product is rep-
resented by a non-manifold mesh surface [2] consisting
of polygons, edges and even sets of points. Considering
model of an apparel product M designed in the space
around the human body HA, we are going to define a
mapping function Φ(p) to obtain a warped shape M ′

for the apparel product that ∀p ∈ M

p′ = Φ(p) (∀p′ ∈ M ′). (1)

Here, we adopt an implicitly defined mapping function
Φ(· · ·). Firstly, the closest point q to p among all cen-
ters cT of the triangles T ∈ HA is searched by using
the Approximate Nearest Neighbor (ANN) search pre-
sented in [20]. The set of triangles that contributes to
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the mapping of point p is then defined as

Υp = {Ti | ‖pcTi
‖ < (1 + α)‖pq‖, ∀Ti ∈ HA} (2)

with α = 0.2 in all our tests. Secondly, a local orthonor-
mal frame (ûi, v̂i, ŵi) is established at the center cTi

of
every triangle Ti ∈ Υp, and a similar frame (û′

i, v̂
′

i, ŵ
′

i)
can also be constructed at the corresponding triangle
T ′

i ∈ HB of Ti. Thirdly, the local coordinate (ui, vi, wi)
of p at the frames (ûi, v̂i, ŵi) can be evaluated, which
satisfies

p = cTi
+ uiûi + viv̂i + wiŵi. (3)

Lastly, the new position p′ can be computed by a blend-
ing of newly determined positions on these local frames
of T ′

i ∈ HB as

p′ =

∑

Ti∈Υp
̟i(cTi

+ uiû
′

i + viv̂
′

i + wiŵ
′

i)
∑

Ti∈Υp
̟i

, (4)

where ̟i = (10−8 + (u2
i + v2

i + w2
i )

3

2 )−1 is the weight
coefficient for the position blending. By this method,
the resized apparel product for the new human body HB

can be obtained from a designed 3D model M around
the human body HA (see Fig.2(b) for an example).

4 Features and Shape Matching

The shape of resized apparel product around individuals
using the method presented in the above section may
generate unwanted distortions by the shape variation on
the human bodies. Although this is acceptable for tight-
fit clothes, it is not tolerable for some other styles of
clothes. Take the dresses shown in Fig.1 as an example,
the white ones are generated by the primary 3D resizing,
and unwanted profiles are produced due to the distortion
in body shape. In this section, we present the details
about how to define features and preserve the shape of
features in the problematic regions.

4.1 Features

There are many types of features used in the CAD ap-
proaches of apparel products [6, 21], which includes
feature points (1D), feature curves (2D) and feature
patches (3D). Among them, we should select a type of
feature that can be used to control the shape of the final
apparel product in 3D. Moreover, the features must be
easy to be specified interactively. Nowadays, the sketch-
based interface has become very popular in many 3D
applications [22, 23, 24], where the sketched curves take
a very important role. Therefore, we adopt curves as
features in our approach to conduct flexible shape con-
trol for the automatic resizing of apparel products. In
our approach, the feature curves are represented by B-
spline curves. There are two types of feature curves
in our approach. The first type is the features speci-
fied by users to control the shape on the resized apparel
products, and the second type is the boundary curves of

Figure 3: The steps for specifying features on product
M : (a) a line segment specifies the plane to which the
feature curve is defined, (b) the plane (in green) to hold
the feature curve is rotated and the surface of M near
the plane is projected onto the plane to illustrate a con-
tour of intersection, (c) B-spline curve (in red) is defined
on the plane by users, and (d) the B-spline curve is uni-
formly sampled into a sequence of points (the red ones)
attached on the model M .

the products. However, when the shape of the product
is represented by non-manifold entities, the boundary
curves may also be specified interactively.

4.2 Specifying features on product

As the shape of apparel products could be represented
by discrete surfaces with non-manifold entities, the
method used to specify feature curves should not rely
on the representation of the model M to be resized.
Therefore, every feature curve specified by users is pro-
cessed as a set of ordered points attached on the 3D
model for the apparel product. The steps are described
below with the help of an example shown in Fig.3.

First of all, the user can select a viewing direction to
draw a line segment (the blue one in Fig.3(a)). When
sweeping the line segment along the viewing direction,
a plane for specifying feature curves is defined (see the
green plane shown in Fig.3(b)) – it is named as feature

plane in our approach. After that, users can draw B-
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Spline curves on the plane to specify the shape as well
as range of a feature curve cf . This is because that an
apparel product may be represented by polygon soups
which cannot always generate a simple curve by inter-
secting a plane. Many local modification schemes [25]
can be used here to control the shape of feature curves to
follow the contour of intersection (see Fig.3(c)). Lastly,
the feature curve is sampled into a sequence of ordered
points c̄f = {ri} with i = 1, . . . , m, which is considered
as the discrete form of the feature curve cf (see the red
points in Fig.3(d)).

All the points sampled from the feature curves are
considered as being attached on the apparel product M

and deformed together with M in the primary 3D re-
sizing step. Then, each sample point ri is mapped to
a corresponding point r′i ∈ ℜ3 around the new human
body HB by Eq.(3). The positions of r′is are optimized
so that the feature curves preserve their shapes before
resizing.

4.3 Shape matching on features

The shape of a deformed feature curve c̄′f = {r′i} must
be optimized in feature plane to match its original shape
defined on c̄f . Here the shape of two curves is defined
as similar when the relative distributions of the sample
points on them are similar to each other. A clearer def-
inition on the similarity is defined below, and the shape
of a feature curve will be modified under an optimization
framework.

First of all, the new feature plane holding the feature
points {r′i} must be estimated. Here, the feature plane is
computed by the Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
of all the sampled points (ref. [26]). We randomly gen-
erate some auxiliary points {ai} near the points {ri} on
the feature plane before the primary 3D resizing so that
the feature plane can be estimated more robustly. The
auxiliary points are also mapped to a new position by
Eq.(4), and the mapped new points are then added into
the PCA for computing the new feature plane.

Assume that every sample point r′i is optimized to a
new position r∗i , the local shape similarity at r∗i is mea-
sured by its distance to its predicted positions defined
by the local frames of the feature curve at r∗i+1 and r∗i−1.

Specifically, α+
i is computed as the projected length of

the vector ri+1ri on the vector ri+1ri+2, and β+
i is the

projected length of ri+1ri on R(ri+1ri+2) with R being
the orthogonal 2D rotation matrix

R =

[

0 1
−1 0

]

on the feature plane. Therefore, the predicted position
of r∗i by the frame at r∗i+1 is defined as

r+
i = r∗i+1 + α+

i r∗i+1r
∗

i+2 + β+
i R(r∗i+1r

∗

i+2). (5)

Similarly, another prediction of r∗i is computed by the
frame at r∗i−1 as

r−i = r∗i−1 + α−

i r∗i−1r
∗

i−2 + β−

i R(r∗i−1r
∗

i−2), (6)

Figure 4: The illustration of modeling local shape sim-
ilarity by local frames on the sample points: (top) two
local frames for computing (α−

i , β−

i ) and (α+
i , β+

i ) at
ri−1 and ri+1 respectively, and (bottom) the differences
between the predicted positions r−i (in blue) and r+

i (in
yellow) computed by the new local frames and the op-
timized position r∗i are minimized during the optimiza-
tion.

where α−

i and β−

i are the projected lengths of riri−1 on
ri−1ri−2 and R(ri−1ri−2) respectively. An illustration
is given in Fig.4.

When r∗i = r+
i = r−i , the local shape at r∗i is defined

as similar to the local shape at ri of the feature curve
c̄f before resizing. The global similarity energy of the
optimized feature curve is then defined as

Er =
∑

i

‖r∗i − r+
i ‖

2 + ‖r∗i − r−i ‖2, (7)

where a rigid transformation and scaling of the feature
curve gives zero energy value. Moreover, we also hope
to keep the optimized result close to the shape before
optimization. So a deformation energy is defined as

Ed =
∑

i

‖r∗i − r′i‖
2 (8)

with r′i being the position before optimization. The op-
timized positions of sample points on the feature plane
can finally be computed by solving the following opti-
mization problem

min
r
∗

i

̟rEr + ̟dEd, (9)

where ̟r and ̟d are the weights to balance these two
energy terms during the optimization. As the shape
similarity is more of our concern in this approach, we
choose ̟r = 1.0 and ̟d = 0.1. This is a least-square
non-linear optimization problem, which can be easily
solved by computing a least-square solution of an over-
determined linear equation system derived from the first
derivatives of Eq.(9). More details can be found in [27].

When minimizing the global similarity energy Er, if
no point on the feature curve is fixed, any rigid transfor-
mation of the original feature curve c̄f in the new feature
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Figure 5: Processing two intersected feature curves, c̄A

and c̄B , in different orders results in feature curves with
slightly different shapes: (a) two crossed feature curves
on the product before shape optimization, (b) c̄A is pro-
cessed followed by the shape optimization on c̄B , and (c)
c̄B is processed first and then c̄A.

plane will lead to the minimum of Er. The solution is
not uniquely defined. When one sample point (e.g., rj)
in c̄′f is fixed during the optimization, any rotated trans-
formation of c̄f around rj also gives a minimal value on
Er. Therefore, it should have at least two points fixed
during the optimization. The selection of two points to
be fixed is based on the following heuristics:

• The points which are closer to the human body have
higher priority to be fixed since the shape of the
apparel product should follow the surface of human
body when near it;

• The points close to the feature curves that have
already been processed would more likely be fixed
as we do not wish the optimization on this feature
curve to affect the processed ones.

Therefore, two closest points to the human body with
distances d1 and d2 are first found as well as other two
points nearest to the feature curves that have been pro-
cessed (with distances d3 and d4). Among these four
points, two points with the smallest value in dk (k =
1, . . . , 4) are fixed during the optimization.

It should be noted that, when the samples are close
to the ends of the feature curve – i.e., ri with i < 3
or i > m − 3, the formulas in Eqs.(5) and (6) may be
invalid. Those invalid formulas are discarded from the
least-square linear system for minimizing the objective
function in Eq.(9). When a feature curve is closed, the
indices in Eqs.(5) and (6) are recycled to make the for-
mulas valid.

The feature curves defined by users sometimes in-
tersect with each other (e.g., the two curves shown in
Fig.5). To make the optimizations conducted on two
feature curves c̄A and c̄B compatible, the intersection
point pint should be explicitly defined. Firstly, the
shape of c̄A is processed according to what we have pro-
posed above. Then, when processing c̄B, the intersec-
tion point pint on it is fixed by its position determined
during the shape optimization of c̄A. The order to pro-
cess the shape of feature curves follows the order of how

Figure 6: The proposed shape matching method for
deforming feature curves can well preserve the local
shapes. When dragging one endpoint of a curve while
fixing the other one (top), the resultant curve (bottom)
can still present the original zig-zag shape very well.

user specifies them based on a heuristic that a more
important feature curve are specified earlier. As illus-
trated in Fig.5, processing the intersected feature curves
in different orders results in feature curves with different
shapes.

The above proposed shape matching method works
fine on preserving the local shape of feature curves. See
Fig.6 for an example, where the shape angles of the zig-
zag shape on the given feature curve are well-preserved
on the deformed feature curve. However, this method
cannot preserve the higher order or global features such
as circularity, orthogonality, parallel, etc.

5 Shape Optimization of

Discrete Surface

This section presents the details about how to update
the shape of the discrete surface for an apparel prod-
uct. The updated discrete surface should interpolate the
optimized feature curves computed by the method pro-
posed above and meanwhile preserving the local shape
presented on the discrete surface.

5.1 Sampling and construction of local

support

As the discrete surface for an apparel product may be
represented by polygon soups which in general do not
provide a correct local support, we sample the surface
warped from M into a set of points M̄ to make our
algorithm general and robust. However, this may result
in too many samples. To speed up the computation, we
downsample the points of M̄ into fewer points by

• partitioning the bounding box of M̄ uniformly into
voxels,

• and then using the sample point of M̄ in a voxel,
which is nearest to the center of the voxel, as an
agent of the discrete surface M̄ .
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Figure 7: Searching for the one-ring neighbors (in green)
of a given agent point a (in red color).

The sampled points on feature curves are also considered
as agents of M̄ . The shape optimization of the discrete
surface is conducted on these agents.

For every agent point a, the local support is es-
tablished by determining its one-ring neighbors. The
method of [28] is employed here, the efficient implemen-
tation of which needs the help of a fast closest point
query as [20].

1. The nearest agent point ac to a is searched and
considered as one of its one-ring neighbors;

2. All the agent points p above or on the plane (p −
ac) · (ac − a) = 0 are excluded from the further
neighborhood search;

3. Repeating step 1 and 2 until no point exists in the
search.

As illustrated in Fig.7, the planes determined in this
search algorithm actually define a convex hull around
the agent point a, which contains only this agent point
(i.e., no other agent point is inside the convex hull). All
the agent points lying on the convex hull are considered
as the one-ring neighbors of a.

5.2 Local shape encoding

The purpose of shape optimization of the discrete sur-
face M̄ is to deform it to a shape interpolating the fea-
ture curves (i.e., the agents defined by the sample points
on feature curves). During the deformation, we wish to
maintain the local shape and the geometric details on
M̄ . Therefore, a method to encode the relative spatial
relationship between an agent point a and its one-ring
neighbors is needed. Since this relationship is employed
in the shape optimization of M̄ , it should have the fol-
lowing properties.

• The relationship between the positions of a and its
one-ring neighbors ai (i = 1, . . . , k) must be a linear
combination so that the shape optimization can be
solved efficiently.

• The encoding of relationship considers the non-
uniformity of the distribution of ai around a.

Figure 8: Local shape encoding for the agents around a,
where ac is the weighted average of its one-ring neigh-
bors as defined in Eq.(11).

• As the number of agents may be very large, we plan
to encode the relationship into a weakly diagonal
dominated linear equation system – therefore the
convergency of using Gauss-Seidal method1 [29] to
solve the linear system is guaranteed.

A new local coordinate encoding method is investigated
below to satisfy all these requirements.

As illustrated in Fig.8, we first compute the weighted
average point of a’s one-ring neighbors, ai. Here, we
adopt a weighting method according to the inverse
square distance between ai and a as

λi =
‖aia‖

−2

∑k
j=1

(‖aja‖−2)
, (10)

which satisfies
∑k

i=1
λi ≡ 1. The weighted average

ac =

k
∑

i=1

λiai (11)

can then be obtained. The angle θi between the vectors
aac and aai is computed for encoding the relationship
between a and ai in the local pyramid. Finally, the local
coordinate is encoded as

a =

k
∑

i=1

λiai +

k
∑

i=1

λi(a − ai) cos θi + h (12)

with h being a compensation vector. This satisfies the
convergency condition of using Gauss-Seidal method to
compute the optimized positions of agent points – the
linear equation system is weakly diagonal dominated.
Analysis will be given in the following subsection.

5.3 Controlled reconstruction

The positions of all agent points are firstly updated, and
all vertices on the warped model of the given apparel

1When using Gauss-Seidal method to solve a linear equation

system, the solution can be obtained by updating the variables

in the out-of-core manner; therefore, a very huge linear equation

system can still be processed easily.
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product are moved to the blended positions by the local
frames defined on the agent points thereafter.

The agent point aj not belonging to any feature curve
and far away from the human body (e.g., more than ǫ =
1cm in the application of apparel product) is updated
to a new position a∗

j . The new positions of agent points
should retain a local relationship as defined in Eq.(12)
as

a∗

j =
k

∑

i=1

λia
∗

i +
k

∑

i=1

λi(a
∗

j − a∗

i ) cos θi + hj . (13)

When the distance between aj and the human body is
less than ǫ, we must fix its position by

a∗

j = aj . (14)

When the agent point aj belongs to a feature curve, its
position must be updated by

a∗

j = r∗j (15)

with r∗j being its optimized position on the feature curve
(by the method presented in section 4). In this linear
equation system, Eq.13 can be updated into

(
∑k

i=1
λi(1 − cos θi))a

∗

j −
∑k

i=1
a∗

i λi(1 − cos θi) = hj ,

which satisfies

|
∑k

i=1
λi(1 − cos θi)| =

∑k
i=1

|λi(1 − cos θi)|

by the coefficients of a∗

j and a∗

i since λi > 0 and 1 −
cos θi ≥ 0. As long as there is one equation like Eq.(14)
and/or Eq.(15) in the system, it is a weakly diagonal
dominated linear equation system (ref.[29]) and can be
solved by the Gauss-Seidal method. Specifically, the
initial value of an agent not on the feature curves is
assigned as aj . Then, the optimized positions of all
such agents are computed by iteratively updating their
values according to Eq.(13). When the L2-norm of the
update vector on all such agents is less than 10−5 or the
iteration has run more than 500 times, the iteration is
terminated.

To update the vertices on the warped model M ′ to
their optimal positions, we first need to establish local
frames on every agent point at their positions before
and after the shape optimization. The normals of the
triangles defined by a and its one-ring neighbors are
computed, and their average normal is considered as the
surface normal at a. The orientation of normals on all
agent points is corrected by using the minimal spanning
tree based propagation as [26]. The normal vector at
a is used to define a tangent plane. The local frame
at a is established by the projection of vector aa1 on
the tangent plane, the normal vector and their cross-
product. Then, for any vertex p ∈ M ′, its new position
can be determined by

1. computing its local coordinates in the frames at
agents whose distance to p is less than three times
of the width of voxels used in the sampling step;

Figure 9: The effect of crossed feature curves shown
in Fig.5: (left) the result of primary 3D resizing with
unwanted distortion on wrinkles and (right) the result
after the shape optimization of the feature curves and
the discrete surface.

Figure 10: The shape control on a suit. The middle
one (in pink) is generated by the deformation based 3D
resizing method; from the one at the right of it, it is clear
that the profile of pants has been straightened by our
approach. (a) and (b) are the 2D patterns of the pants
generated by the ARAP surface flattening technique,
where (a) is flattened from the pants before applying
our shape control approach and (b) is generated from
the optimized pants.

2. applying these local coordinates to obtain new po-
sitions by the frames on the optimized agent points;

3. blending the positions defined by different frames
into a unique position in the manner as shown in
Eq.(4).

By this, an optimized shape M∗ for the apparel product
can be obtained.

6 Results

We have implemented the algorithm presented in this
paper in a prototype system using Visual C++. Several
examples have been tested on the system.

The first example is the automatic resizing of dresses
shown in Fig.1. Without applying the method proposed
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in this paper, unwanted distortions are generated on
the profiles of dresses resized by the method of [6] (see
the white one in Fig.1). After specifying the feature
curves at the places where the shape control must be
conducted, the shape of resized model on the profiles is
well optimized. Fig.9 shows the effect of crossed feature
curves specified in Fig.5. The second example shown
here is to apply the technique presented in this paper to
a suit (see Fig.10), where the 2D patterns are generated
from the 3D shape of pants by the As-Rigid-As-Possible

(ARAP) surface flattening technique presented in [30].
The flattening results on the optimized shape have fewer
‘S’-shape distortions on the red curves, which are se-
mantic feature curves for the apparel industry.

The following three examples are all tested on the
apparel products which are represented by non-manifold
surfaces. From the results shown in Figs.11-13, we can
find that our approach is general and can be success-
fully applied to the apparel products represented by dis-
crete surfaces. They also demonstrate that the proposed
flexible shape control algorithm in this paper can easily
be used to improve the shape of the resized 3D models
around human bodies.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel approach for the flexi-
ble shape control of automatic resizing for apparel prod-
ucts. In our approach, the shape control is decomposed
into two phases. First, shape optimization is conducted
on the user specified feature curves in order to preserve
their shape on the model before 3D resizing. Second,
the shape of discrete surface for the apparel product
is deformed to interpolate the optimized shape of fea-
ture curves while trying to preserve its original shape
locally. A novel local geometry encoding method is in-
troduced to result in a weakly diagonal dominated linear
equation system. The solution can then be found in a
very efficient way using the Gauss-Seidal method. Sev-
eral examples have been shown in the result section to
demonstrate the functionality of our approach, which
provides a very useful tool for the design automation of
user customized apparel products.
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Figure 11: The result of applying our method on a
dress model containing complicated non-manifold enti-
ties. The zoom-view shows the detailed meshes of the
model at the place of non-manifold entities.

Figure 12: The examples showing the differences be-
tween the 3D resizing results obtained with (in blue
color) vs. without (in white) applying the shape op-
timization presented in this paper. The dashed curves
show the shape of profiles to be preserved.
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